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SPI Cedar Mountain – Prelude to Bull Run, August 9, 1862.
This is one of the classic games of the GBACW SPI 1980 standard rules series. The game is a meeting
engagement, with emphasis on maneuvering to hold victory point hexes as well as limiting casualties
when each side finds themselves outnumbered. Both sides are given the opportunity to play both
aggressor and defender.
Dispatched by Robert E. Lee, Stonewall Jackson takes the initiative advancing north from Gordonsville
toward Culpeper Courthouse to surprise John Pope’s Union Army of Virginia before he can be joined by

a portion of the Army of the Potomac to initiate a southward push. This was the beginning of the
Northern Virginia campaign that would culminate in the battle of 2nd Manassas.
The union strategy played here is based on a reading of Eric Lee Smith’s article on Union strategy from
Moves #57; advisable for those new to the game.
North is to the right in all the photos.
The Union is the first player, but they defer on the first turn to allow the Confederates to move first to
start the game.

The game begins around 2:30 PM with the Confederates making steady progress north on the Culpeper
Road. The Union responds by rushing south on the road for the initial engagement. Due to the starting
positions, Crawford is in the lead with Gordon following. Bayard’s independent cavalry brigade rides
hard up the slope aiming for the VP hex at 1323 and threatens to probe Early’s left. Auger’s division
with Prince and Geary hold Crawford’s left flank in the area of the cornfield, and Green is detached from
Auger, with assistance from the 1st Maine Cavalry, to sprint for the NW flank of Slaughter’s mountain
and VP hex 3415.

End of Turn 2. The main portion of the confederate army is led by an independent brigade under Early
pushing north on the main road. Their main goal is to be the first to reach victory point hex 1921.

Following is Winder’s division with brigades commanded by Garnett and Taliaferro. Ewell is leading
Trimble and Forno’s brigades well to the east, across the cedar run south fork, plodding in column thru
the wooded trails along the western edge of Slaughter Mt.

On Turn 3 at 3:30 PM, Greene has reached the VP hex 3415 (marked with yellow chit), and the 6th Maine
artillery battery gets a lucky roll taking out White’s cavalry coming down the trail along the 3400 row for
the first casualty of the battle. More serious rebel forces are on their way though.

Turns 3 and 4: Initial meeting at the Wheatfield: Crawford and Gordon with some support from Prince
are able to form up a decent line and with manpower advantage and some nice dice rolling fighting up
the slope, get some initial damage on Early, who may have jumped out front a bit too enthusiastically.
46th Pa takes VP hex 1921. Bayard secures VP hex 1323. Taliaferro’s brigade branches off to reinforce
the left flank. Garnett is slow to get organized. Confederate artillery get posted out on the ridge with
commanding sight lines to the north…. but vulnerable to a Union infantry charge if they are to be so
bold. Jackson, working on getting his nap in, is not completely aware of what he’s run up against.

End of Turn 4. It’s almost 4:30 PM now, and the battle is heating up. The Union continues to hold all
four VP hexes for the time being. Crawford pushes back Garnett and Early as Taliaferro moves up in
position for a rebel attack, but his musket-armed smallish regiments will have their hands full against
Bayard’s carbines. The Confederate main line, though sustaining some damage, is taking on some better
form now. The Confederate artillery barrage from the ridge above Newman’s Cabin cause some routs
among Prince’s brigade around the Cedars, stalling any advance they might be contemplating. Trimble
on the right along Slaughter Mtn., now in line formation, is bearing down on the vastly outnumbered
Greene who will hold his ground at victory point hex 3415 for as long as possible.

Turn 5. The Confederates line up and advance in force and try for a more coordinated counterattack.
Fresh troops in Ronald’s brigade coming up the road now. But Gordon has pushed his way all the way
through the wheatfield and is stressing the rebel left. Taliaferro, thinking he would just have a few
horsemen to contend with find’s his troops up against Gordon’s sizable regiments as well. Not good.

Turn 6 – 5 PM. This is the high water mark for the Union advance, and signs of trouble are evident.
With the Union strength concentrated on their right side, the left is now dangerously vulnerable against
Ronald’s brigade that has veered in that direction toward open ground. Only a couple hundred blue
coated men are between them and the Cedars and a possible flanking move behind Crawford, Gordon ,
and Prince. But Ronald’s smallish regiments will need some help to pull off a substantial move like that.
Early’s brigade suffers the first BCE loss (purple markers) and 30 victory points go to the Union.
Winder is captured during a melee under combined attack from the 46th PA and 2nd MA. Taliaferro is
promoted to division command.

Turns 7 and 8 – 5:30 TO 6:30 PM.
The Union army is initiating withdrawal maneuvers now, trying to maintain defensive form while
backing their way across the wheatfield. Prince is consolidating around the Cedars for a stand there.
Garnett’s brigade loses BCE so can only hold position now and wait for help from behind which is
coming in the form of Thomas moving in column up the road.
The Union has built up a nice victory point lead with the BCE loss to Early and Garnett, and a decent
length of hold on the VP hexes.… but is it enough to offset what is to come from the Rebels?
Ewell with Forno and Trimble has gathered momentum now and is continuing their press off the slopes
of Slaughter Mtn., pushing the Union back across Cedar Run South Fork. The 6th ME battery is captured
in the onrush. Ronald has detached from Winder and moves to join Ewell and strengthen the
Confederate right flank. A nice line of Confederate artillery along a line of hexes 2223, 2424, 2423,
continues to provide cover for Ronald’s advancing troops.
Geary’s Ohioans have some cover in the cornfields, but need to think about pulling back now.

Turn 9 - 6:30 PM. The Union left is a mess and the troops engaged with Ewell are having trouble pulling
back cleanly due to their outnumbered forces. Withdrawal fire from multiple units is taking its toll.
Bayard suffers some dispersal after losing their VP hex, but hopes to rally and anchor the far right side.
Taliaferro is pressuring Bayard’s cavalry - not quite a flanking maneuver, but they have space to avoid
direct frontal attacks from those carbines.
Thomas’ move to the right is joining up with Ronald for a strong push thru the cornfield toward R.
Hudson’s house now as the goal, wrapping up Williams’ division left flank if they can break through the
gap quickly enough.
Crawford and Gordon remain in decent strength given the circumstances and are tempted to inflict
some casualties on Early and Garnett’s limping forces, but know they cannot risk it as AP Hill is coming
quick down the road and will be in the action before they know it.
Crawford brigade is fighting with the 102nd NY (Prince) around the Cedars ,and the Yanks score a hit
against the 49th GA (Thomas) and the 27th VA (Ronald). The 27th VA on top takes the casualty and
elimination. Checking the leader casualty table…... a 12 is rolled and Thomas is killed! Bad break for the
rebels. In another amazing twist of fate, the 66th Ohio (Geary) fighting while surround by Ewell, rolls a
6, scores a hit on 21st NC, but Ewell is in the hex. Another 12 is rolled and now Ewell is killed! (I’m not
making this up). A hell of a defensive fire phase by the Union on turn 9.
Despite the leader losses, the rebels make some nice headway on the right and left flanks, and in the
melee phase, the 14th GA finally takes the Cedars VP hex 2319, capturing the 102nd NY (Prince).
Though the Confederates have now lost 2 of their 3 division leaders and 2 brigade commanders, they
continue to have the numbers advantage with AP Hill joining the fray.

End of Turn 9. Rebel yells across the battlefield now as the Confederate rush is on, with all 4 VP hexes in
rebel control for the remainder of the game. The Union army is in full “fighting withdrawal” mode,
limbering up and clearing whatever artillery is not engaged.
A few stray Union regiments units end up getting pinned, and though are left to fight it out on their own,
do manage to slow the confederate wave just a bit to allow the others to break clear. Gordon’s brigade
is maintaining the best form while limiting damage.

Turn 10 – 7 PM. The Union continues their withdrawal. The 66th Ohio (with Geary) pinned, then while
nearly surrounded, suffers severe withdrawal fire from 2 Confederate units, takes a 2 SP loss, and is
eliminate. The leader casualty check results in another roll of 12 and Geary is killed. The pinned and
routed units are taking a real beating. The left flank is barely holding around R. Hudson’s house, facing
difficult odds against Forno & Trimble. Bayard’s cavalry manage an escape from Taliaferro’s brigade,
due mainly to the courage of the 1st RI’s last 100 men standing firm as the others get away. Trimble-led
melee attacks capture 2 Union artillery batteries, the 4th US Co. F and the 2nd NY Co. L for a bunch of
victory points.
Garnett and Early are taking whatever ground they are given without direct engagement. Archer and
Pender moving up the main road. All Confederate forces on the field now.
In the fog of war, after Ewell was killed in turn 9, Forno without consulting with Trimble had assumed
division command. Then, as Forno is wounded and taken off the field in the course of turn 10, it is
realized that Trimble outranked him, so he now assumes his rightful division command. Union losses
are mitigated a bit by the delay caused by the Confederate leadership mess.
Prince & Crawford are doing a decent job of detaching and retreating in better formation keeping the
rebels at bay, but other Union stragglers are not able to pull away from engagement and end up making
the ultimate sacrifice.

The main Union goal now is to guard the road and keep the Confederates from exiting the map with a
free march to Culpeper Courthouse.
Stonewall Jackson, now up from his nap, is moving a little closer to the action joining in with the
advance of Thomas’s brigade.

Game turn 11. 7:30 PM. The Confederate advance has some delay on the right side as they get their
command structure figured out and brigades reorganized, which limits their advance to just a couple of
hexes. A strong push up the middle with Branch moving into contact with the 3rd Wisconsin (Gordon)
who is held up after being routed. The Union manages some damage with some effective defensive fire,
and the independent PA Co. E 6-gun Parrot battery with Banks in hex 1205 becomes effective now in
retreat support, taking out the 42nd VA along with Garnett’s replacement brigade commander.
The 29th Ohio takes an offensive fire casualty resulting in BCE loss for Geary’s brigade. The Confederates
are continuing to rack up victory points now. The 109th PA (Prince) is eliminated. 3rd Wisconsin
(Gordon) miraculously remaining unscathed until a turn 10 SP loss, takes 2 more SP losses after being
surround by 3 of Branch’s regiments.

Turn 12 – 8 PM. Dusk is approaching on the battlefield, and the Union is pushed back along the road
setting the stage for a full retreat back to Culpeper Courthouse and rejoining other elements of the
Army of Virginia.

End of Turn 12. Union holding on by their fingernails. Gordon only 1 point away from BCE loss and
Crawford 2 away. Must avoid any more casualties - 29 VP’s at stake which could mean the difference.
But wait… the 1st Maine Cavalry in 2405 under Samuel H. Allen has sighted 2 lonely artillery batteries
across Cedar Run over by Hudson’s Mill. Could it be time for one last heroic act………

Start of Turn 13 and the 1st Maine is off on a gallop toward the 2 Confederate artillery batteries; the VA
Battery (Courtney) and LA Gard.

Able to move all the way around to the artillery flank, the horsemen avoid a defensive grapeshot blast.
The cannons only have their crew to absorb the offensive carbine fire in enfilade, resulting in a 1 SP loss
and a LA Gard crew retreat.

Then in melee, the cavalry move in on the remaining crew for a +1 combat and a die roll of 4 gives an
Engaged result. Engaged options for the rebel artillery crew are per 12.94….. 1) fight another melee
with same units, 2) bring in more units (but the 15th Alabama can’t quite make it there in time)…… but
maybe a nearby leader make it in for an extra melee point; or 3) retreat engaged units… but retreat is
not allowed for unlimbered artillery. Stymied in their engagement, Trimble’s replacement gallops back
to organize the remaining gun crew for a counter-melee attack at 2 to 2.

The even odds roll is a 5 – and the gun crews and leader are in full retreat….
And the guns are captured!

Final scene at end of Turn 13 – 9 PM.

Wrap up: The 3rd Wisconsin is finally captured on the last turn of the game and Gordon suffers his BCE
loss for 12 VP to the Confederates.
Gordon, Geary, Prince, Greene all experienced BCE loss. Crawford and Bayard the only effective Union
brigades. The Independent 1st Me Cav ends with 2 SP left.
Early, Garnett, and Taliaferro are the Confederate brigades with BCE loss for a total of 54 Union victory
points.

Final Victory Point Tally: 157 for the Confederates to 141 for the Union. An advantage of 16 victory
points.

It’s a tactical Confederate Victory, same as the historical result.

Key points:
33 Union SP units were captured at a cost of 2VP each – 16 of those were guns with 6 additional crew,
so 22 total artillery SP’s captured for a 44 VP total. Even the Maine cavalry capture of the 8 guns at the
end wasn’t enough to make up the difference.

Takeaways:
Union gun losses were critical in the VP tally. Savings the guns with an earlier, cleaner retreat would
have made a big difference.
Gordon didn’t reach BCE loss until the very last turn, probably due to some good fortune in battle, but
saving them at the end would have been a significant swing in points.

